November 18, 2014

School of Education

2:00 p.m.

Curriculum Committee Minutes

Chair:

NIB 117

Brenda Sabey

Present:

Susan Hart, Mark Jeffreys, Chizu Matsubara, Linda Wright, Robyn Whipple (secretary)

Curriculum Items
MINUTES:

Motions
M: Linda Wright

October 21, 2014
S: Susan Hart
ANNOUNCEMENTS
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH AND RECREATION

Vote Results

Action/Discussion

APPROVED
None
Remove prerequisite from PEHR 1528.
Remove prerequisite from catalog description on PEHR 1551.

PEHR 1528: Rock Climbing II
PEHR 1551: Intermediate Mountain Biking

Course Modification

M: Linda Wright
S: Chizu Matsubara

APPROVED

PEHR 3220: Legal Foundations in Recreation
& Leisure Services
PEHR 3310: Leisure Behavior & Human
Diversity
PEHR 3430: Community & Commercial
Recreation

M: Linda Wright
S: Chizu Matsubara

APPROVED

PEHR 3780: Issues & Assessment in
Recreation

PEHR 3900: Community Recreation Program
M: Linda Wright
Promotion and Public Relations
S: Chizu Matsubara

PEHR 4010: Administration, Management, &
M: Linda Wright
Finance in Recreation

Course Modification

S: Mark Jeffreys

NEXT MEETING

ADJOURNED: 2:35 p.m.

Linda explained that since these courses are not taught every semester that some
students were experiencing delays and a bottleneck in scheduling their courses. The
prerequisites are being removed in order to remove the sequencing of courses and
allow students to take them in any order. Mark asked if it would be possible to offer
the classes more often. Brenda responded that there was not sufficient enrollment to
justify that. Mark noted that right now Rec Management is the most popular
emphasis in Integrated Studies. Brenda said as the enrollment increases more
sections and instructors will be added. Susan indicated she thought the program
needed more advertising and visibility on the web site.
As a matter of information, Brenda announced that some restructuring is taking place
that will move the PEHR program to the School of Health Sciences because the
direction of the program is a better fit with that school. The Rec Management
emphasis will move with the PEHR program.
Add PEHR 3900.

Course Modification

Course Addition

Linda explained that the prerequisite was being removed from these two
intermediatelevel courses in order to allow students to choose the course that best
fit their skill level. The prerequisites created problems because students either didn’t
want to take the beginninglevel courses or didn’t know they could have instructor
permission to enroll in the higher level and finding the instructor for permission was
difficult. Brenda asked if removing the prerequisites created any liability issue in the
event a student wasn’t really prepared for the course. Susan responded that the
same liability existed with or without the prerequisite and that the instructors would
not allow students to do things they were not ready to do. Safety precautions have
been instituted in the climbing courses to prevent a fall from height.
Remove prerequisite.

M: Linda Wright
S: Susan Hart

APPROVED

APPROVED

Linda explained that this new course would be added to the list of electives for the
Rec Management emphasis. It was originally on the list of electives, but was held
up. The course is now ready. Brenda asked why it was held up in the first place.
Linda explained that there was a concern that it was a marketing class and Rob Snow
wasn’t qualified to teach it. The name of the course has been changed and the
objectives clarified to address the concerns.
Change prerequisites and grade required on prerequisites.
Linda explained that with the change in sequencing for the Rec Management
emphasis, the prerequisite for this course, which is designed to come at the end, was
being changed to require 12 credits rather than specific courses. The grade required
on prerequisites is being changed to align with the requirements of the Integrated
Studies degree program. Susan asked for clarification of what “C” meant. Mark said
in Integrated Studies “C” meant 2.0 for each individual course.
Brenda announced that the next regularly scheduled meeting on December 16 is
during exam week. She asked if that was a problem for anyone, or if the date
needed to be changed. Options were discussed. Susan and Chizu were going to
check their exam schedules for conflict with the December 16 meeting time. If there
are conflicts a different time will be set.

